
 

Highly sensitive X-ray scattering shows why
an exotic material is sometimes a metal,
sometimes an insulator

October 11 2016, by Laura Hennemann

  
 

  

Thorsten Schmitt, head of the research group Spectroscopy of Novel Materials at
the Paul Scherrer Institute, working at der ADRESS beamline of the Synchrotron
Light Source SLS. Credit: Paul Scherrer Institute/Markus Fischer
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Some materials hold surprising – and possibly useful – properties:
neodymium nickel oxide is either a metal or an insulator, depending on
its temperature. This characteristic makes the material a potential
candidate for transistors in modern electronic devices. To understand
how neodymium nickel oxide makes the transition from metal to
insulator, researchers at the Paul Scherrer Institute PSI and the
University of Geneva UNIGE have precisely probed the distribution of
electrons in the material. By means of a sophisticated development of X-
ray scattering, they were able to show that electrons in the vicinity of the
material's oxygen atoms are rearranging. The researchers have now
published their study in the journal Nature Communications.

Computers, smartphones, and all kinds of other electronic devices have
tiny transistors as their basic elements. Up to now, these have been
realised with so-called semiconductors. It's possible that semiconductors
might one day get competition from a certain class of oxide materials.
Some of these materials can be switched between being an insulator and
an electrically conductive metal. Thus they could also be used to build
transistors.

To gain a fundamental understanding of the phase transition from metal
to insulator in these materials, researchers at the Paul Scherrer Institute
PSI and the University of Geneva UNIGE, together with scientists at the
University of British Columbia in Canada, looked at one representative
of this class of materials: neodymium nickel oxide (NdNiO3). Above a
temperature of around 150 Kelvin (minus 123 degrees Celsius), the
material is a metal and thus conducts electric current. Below this
temperature, in contrast, it is an insulator and therefore non-conducting.

The mystery of the phase transition

Since the arrangement of electrons in the material is responsible for
these properties, the researchers wanted first to find out what was going
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on with this arrangement. Or, to put it in the scientists' language, which
energetic states the electrons in the material take—that is, how the nickel
and oxygen orbitals are occupied in this specific case. For the material as
a whole we call this its electronic structure, says Thorsten Schmitt of the
PSI. In particular, the researchers wanted to find out how this electronic
structure differs in its two states—metal and insulator.

Schmitt is leader of the research group Spectroscopy of Novel Materials
at PSI. At the Swiss Light Source SLS, he and his team carry out Raman
spectroscopy with X-rays. To measure the electronic structure of
neodymium nickel oxide, they used the refined method of resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering, or RIXS.

  
 

  

Sara Catalano, Scientist at the University of Geneva, Thorsten Schmitt from Paul
Scherrer Institute and Marta Gibert, Scientist at the University of Geneva (from
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left to right) discussing at der ADRESS beamline of the Synchrotron Light
Source SLS. Credit: Paul Scherrer Institute/Markus Fischer

Measurements with highly sensitive resonant X-ray scattering

With RIXS, electrons in the system are resonantly excited. That means
the energy of the irradiating X-ray light is selected in such a way that it
lifts electrons from one particular electron orbital into another, Schmitt
explains. In this case, the researchers chose a specific electron transition
in nickel. When, after excitation, the electrons in the system fall back
along any number of different paths, they send out light at specific
energies that correspond to energy intervals existing in the system. The
electronic structure of the material can thus be measured through the
recorded spectral lines.

To determine the irradiation energy for resonant excitation of the nickel
transition, the researchers first acquired an absorption spectrum. This
showed the resonance energy at around 853 electronvolts.

The next measurement, then, consisted of recording RIXS spectra for
many different irradiation energies. For this the researchers took
advantage of the possibility to vary the energy at the ADRESS beamline
of the SLS. In this way, they recorded 80 spectra that lay below as well
as above the resonance energy. When aligned, these spectra yielded a
two-dimensional carpet: a graphic that plots the RIXS spectra with
reference to the energy of irradiation.

Because we scan the radiated energy around the resonance, we are able
to distinguish which component in our RIXS spectra comes from
electrons localised around nickel and which comes from the electrons of
the oxygen atoms, explains Valentina Bisogni, first author of the new
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study. The principle: electrons associated with nickel respond more
strongly at the resonance energy; away from the resonance, in contrast,
the share of electrons associated with oxygen can be seen.

Notably, the researchers conducted this experiment twice—first at 300
Kelvin, far above the transition temperature and thus in the region where
neodymium nickel oxide behaves like a metal. They then ran the
experiment a second time at a frosty 15 Kelvin, far below the transition
temperature and thus in the region where the material is an insulator.
Each RIXS carpet on its own showed the researchers the electronic
structure of the material in that particular state. And the comparison of
the two carpets revealed which changes in the electronic structure are
responsible for the phase transition from metal to insulator.
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The two RIXS-carpets: graphics that plot the RIXS spectra with reference to the
energy of irradiation (Photon Energy [eV]). Above the measurement performed
at 300 Kelvin (27 degrees Celsius) where the material behaves metallic, below
the measurement at 15 Kelvin (minus 258 degrees Celsius) where the material is
an insulator. Credit: Valentina Bisogni et al.
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Electrons are rearranging in the vicinity of the oxygen atoms

The result: during the phase transition from metal to insulator, the
electronic structure of the nickel atoms remains the same. Each nickel
atom, however, is surrounded by six oxygen atoms, and in the metallic
state these six atoms altogether are missing two electrons. In the
insulating state, on the other hand, the six oxygen atoms alternately have
their normal electronic structure or rather are missing twice as
many—that is, four—electrons.

To make a long story short: the change takes place exclusively in the
vicinity of the oxygen atoms.

Theoretical calculations, Schmitt explains, have for several years
suggested that the changes might not take place in the region of the
nickel atoms but rather in the vicinity of the oxygen atoms. Now at the
SLS, he says, we have obtained definitive experimental proof.

With their experiment, the researchers have not only ascertained the
cause of the metal-insulator transition in neodymium nickel oxide; at the
same time, they have demonstrated how the RIXS technique can be used
more broadly to understand the complex electronic structures of
materials.

Thin-film fabrication at the University of Geneva

The sample of neodymium nickel oxide material with which the
researchers carried out their measurements at the SLS was fabricated in
Geneva by collaborators at UNIGE. For RIXS measurements, it was
essential to have the material available in single-crystal form. Up to now,
however, this could be realised only as a thin film. The challenge of the
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Geneva researchers lay in realising a thin film—using a suitable
substrate—whose properties match those of a three-dimensional piece of
the material.

Potential applications in electronics

The material's phase transition between metal and insulator could be
realised not only through temperature, but also through the application of
an electrical voltage, Schmitt stresses. This could be exploited if such
materials should one day find their way into electronics.

At present, their research on this particular class of oxides is still
considered basic research, says PSI scientist Schmitt. But this step is
indispensable: To be able to do good applied research, we have to do
good fundamental research.
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